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Getty Images Sure, the nightly news may already feel like a movie about the end of the world. But if it is, it's a B-movie. You can do better. There aren't many better genres to give up on the apocalypse at the weekend, so we covered you up. What makes an apocalypse movie ... Apocalyptic? Does the
world have to literally end, or can it be threatened? And if it's the latter, doesn't that mean that every Marvel movie is an apocalypse movie? These are the more important questions you think. At the point of this list, we will assume both: movies around the world and films in which the world is either actively
ending or is likely to threaten its existence. (Marvel movies each really put us in doubt about the world's solution? No.) We also cut out films that better represent other genres. Therefore, dystonia fiction – though sometimes set after an apocalypse event – may not be as concerned with the end of the
world as with other topics. That's why we ranked films such as Sunshine, Children of Men, 12 Monkeys, Akira and Snowpiercer as science-fiction (and ranked them on their own chart). We felt that the themes and motifs of these films were clearer expressions of that other genre. So there. Now let's move
on to the real end of the world of the center-end of world movies. Here are 31 of the best apocalypse films ever made. Finding a Friend for the End of the World (2012) We promise that this is the only romantic comedy on the list, and although it may have been a bombshell at the box office, this is probably
the best end-of-world movie to watch with its SO. Unless your SO would rather watch Independence Day for an unusable time. If that's the case, marry them. STREAM IT HERE A Boy and His Dog (1975) A wonderful film that mixes black comedy with science fiction, A Boy and His Dog sets the duo
scavenging across a nuclear wasteland. It's bizarre and funny and a little softened and we like that. STREAM IT HERE I AM Legend (2007) For a more serious adventure with a man and his dog, I Am Legend is based on the novel of the same name and involving vampires-zombies who have not been so
good since. TOK IT HERE Armageddon (1998) Michael Bay's anti-asteroid team of apocalypse-preventing heroes features all the large, ahem, Bayhem we miss watching on the big screen. Bring it to your living rooms. STREAM IT HERE This Is the End (2013) You'll either love this movie and find it
hilarious or hate this movie and find it obnoxious. If you thought the Seth Rogan comics had died at the beginning of the decade, you're wrong, sir. STREAM IT HERE The Rover (2011) What did Robert Pattinson do after Twilight? He appeared in an absolutely incredible independent cinema. The rover
finds Edward injured on the side of the road at the end of all order and order. It's a slow burn with some violent payouts. HERE'S THE DAWN OF THE DEAD (1978) George A. Romero basically invented modern zombies. Thirty years after the night of the living dead, Zombies are attacking a mall in the
best movie of this genre. STREAM IT HERE Shaun of the Dead (2004) What George A. Romero is to zombies, Edgar Wright is this zombie comedies. It would take a while for the zombies to be scary again. STREAM IT HERE Zombieland (2009) Somehow, even after Shaun came out of the dead, another
amazing comedy of zombie apocalypse - and one that is especially American. TOK IT HERE 9 (2009) The quirky story of rag-doll horcruxs venturing venth to rescue destroyed earth, 9 is just a bunch of fun. TOK IT HERE The Quiet Earth (1985) A solid post-apocalyptic film with a genre-specific matrix of
drama about waste – but not without a few great waste moments. STREAM IT HERE Pontypool (2008) Bringing the Edgar Wright zombie comedy to Canada, Pontypool is darker, more weirder, and certainly much scarier. STREAMING HERE Comes at Night (2017) Post-apocalyptic cinema has a
renaissance through the so-called post horror, a genre of horror with a smaller budget focused on realism and unconventive storytelling. What's to come at night is best for him to stay unknown. TOK HERE Dr. Strangelove (1964) Remember Stanley Kubrick is Dr. Strangelove did so immediately after the
Cuban missile crisis (which could mark the actual end of the world.) The anchovy articulation of the Cold War nuclear fears, the film remains equally absurd and, unfortunately, still relevant. STREAM IT HERE The Road (2009) This is one of the most depressing films you'll ever watch, and so, in other
words, a really excellent interpretation of Corm mccarthy's blistering novel. If that's what you're concerned about. STREAM IT HERE A QUIET Place (2018) First director John Krasinski debuts one of the most terrifying films of recent years and a reminder that you can make the end of the world a monster
horror well without resorting to genre convention. TOK IT IT HERE Independence Day (1996) Iconic speech, iconic white house recording, iconic Will Smith is iconic. Be honest: your fourth July film tradition is either this or National Treasure. STREAM IT HERE Melancholia (2011) Sometimes it's a
dimension between waiting for the end of the world and waiting for the end of the film, but controversial director Lars Von Trier solves you enough with some of the most captivating visual shots of any film on this list. STREAMED HERE THE DAY AFTER (1983) Before the Cold War ended, ABC aired this
hypothetical nuclear scenario that probably scared so many kids watching at home. Last night (1998) More Canadian black gold comedy, which is also quite mindfully challenging and has the North American treasure Sandra Oh. STREAM IT HERE War for the Planet of the Apes (2017) The best of the
new trilogy, War finds the series at the height of its visual effects and storytelling power, while presenting some incredible Oscars-worthy work to capture the Andy Serkis movement. Give him an Oscar, damn it. Take a tightening (2011) Take refuge is not a normal movie from the end of the world and it's
What makes him one of the best genres. More about trust and belief than superneumed and waste, the film is a ride worth taking. Trust us and just watch. STREAMED HERE The day after tomorrow(2004) This film has about every end of the world trope (read: cliché) you can imagine. (Just look at this
poster, a reference to another movie on this list.) But we don't care. It's an icy entertaining and perhaps the best movie to watch in a snowstorm while surrounded by burning books. STREAM IT HERE When the Wind Blows (1986) This is the animated story of an older English couple preparing to bomb.
Ignantna, funny and wonderfully animated. STREAM IT HERE Delicatessen (1991) From directors Amelie, Delicatessen is a post-apocalyptic dark comedy and one strange, strange film that, like previous works by directors, is just wonderful. TOK HERE On the Beach (1959) Before the Cold War, a group
waiting for nuclear Armageddon was pictured on the beach. Look at this list: Gregory Peck, Ava Gardner, Fred Astaire. Hollywood Royal. STREAM HERE Wall-E (2008) Wall-E is Pixar at the height of its animated power. It's a story of friendship and acceptance in a world that is shot (and literally
destroyed) by mindless consumer. Disney brought it to you, too. (There is no link between the last two sentences ...) TOK IT HERE Nausicaä from the Valley of the Wind(1984) Hayao Miyazaki's Nausicaa was partly inspired by Frank Herbert's Dune. It depicts the post-apocalyptic toxic wilderness and
explores one of Miyazaki's most salient theme: ecological destruction. TOK HERE 28 Days Later (2002) Danny Boyle's 28 Days Later ushered in the era of the sprinting undead. It's one of the more terrifying zombie movies and also one with a lot of too many things to say about order, chaos and
civilization in the post 9/11 world. STREAM IT HERE Planet of the Apes (1968) A mix of sci-fi, fantasy, horror and comedy, the original Planet of the Apes has made a big splash, imagines a futuristic weeping through a famous world gone to hell, and has one of the most chilling final shots of all time.
STREAM IT HERE Mad Max: Fury Road (2015) Mad Max is simply the reason we watch movies. Its high-octen ball-on-wall stunt work and practical effects. His unpossealed celebration of sound and visual. His criticism of himself and the male. What a beautiful movie. STREAMING IT HERE This content
is created and maintained by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Over the years, we've shared a tone of tips for being safe and sound during an emergency. Here are some of our
favorite smart survival tricks. Okay, so these hacks aren't exclusive to zombie-related emergencies, but let's be honest: this is one catastrophe that we all know is inevitable. Regardless of emergencies, these tips may You're alive when disaster strikes.10. Know Your Knots Strong knot can help you carry
supplies, save lives, tie zombies to a tree and do countless other things. If you ever know only one knot, we suggest learning a bowl that is easy to tie (even with your eyes closed), strong enough to hold the most crouous creatures, and can be deterred in about 10 seconds, if you know how. Of course, it
wouldn't hurt to have a wallet with a wallet with a few knots left. Ski lifts, fishing knots, bends. The best knots are named for their work on... Read more. Keep Yourself From Drowning Don't Dazzle Yourself: Zombies may not be very good swimmers, but they can't drown. People aren't that happy. Learn to
recognize the signs of drowning so you can save others when the time comes, and if you spend the cold winter months, you will definitely want to know how to survive a fall through the ice. And of course, if you run away quickly and end up in the lake, here's how to get out of a sinking car. G/O Media can
get commissionWaterpik Wireless water flossing, shouting, fighting for life, everyone knows that this is a drowning person... Read more. Turn a hybrid car into a generatorProclet prius is popular now, but when the world is deserted and you need some electricity, you'll be glad to have to bring them. With a
simple inverter, you can turn the Prius into a long-lasting generator that will warm you up, bring your phone back to life, or fully charge your stunper. Photo: Beth and Christian Bell.If you happen to own a Toyota Prius, or any other battery-packed hybrid car, you can... Read more7. Find Your Way Without
a CompassAto you travel to the last remaining human city (always the last remaining human place), you will need to keep your bearings. If you don't have a compass, you can still find the right north with a stick in the ground. Alternatively, use the watch, or even make an impromptu compass out of tape
and cork. WikiHow has a collection of methods for finding the true north without a compass. Read more. Stick to the rooflesson one to stay alive during the apocalypse: stay mobile and go where zombies can't. You don't have to be Spider-Man to jump from roof to roof. Make sure you land and you can
use it to get around when the planet is over, with the undead. Photo: JB London. Chances are you'll never have to jump from roof to roof, but if you do it helps to know... Read more5. Keep In Touch with Other SurvivorsHe all know we should have an emergency number on your phone, but the technology
gives us many more opportunities. You can use Google Voice to call multiple family members at once, or you can use the service as I'm fine to quickly inform a group of people that you've survived the latest disaster. And if the worst is done, you will want your loved ones to find your important things. So,
in the event of an emergency, all the document is a good idea. I've avoided hints of terrorism because denial isn't just... Read more4. Know your first aid kit, when someone gets hurt, you don't need a first aid kit to help them. Cayenne pepper can quickly stop large incisions from bleeding, and you can
make emergency bandages from tree fungi. It may help to know some first aid tricks, though, so we recommend reading the ship's Captain's Medical Guide to non-doctors, and know some of the greatest first aid myths that won't do you any good. Of course, none of this will matter if your teammate has
already been bitten by a zombie, but for normal injuries some good first aid skills can save lives. If you've cut yourself but you don't have a bandage nearby, clinical nutritionist Stephan Dorlandt tells Read more3. Start fire with whatever when the night falls and you need to stay warm, you will want a quick
way to start the fire. You can make an emergency fire start out of your shirt, or if you don't want to rotate clothes, a few egg boxes and a stinging lid. Of course, you can make it more like a Buddy Burner stove, lime for soda and some alcohol, or just make a lamp made of a tussle and some string. It's
important to have a backup plan in the big outdoors. There's an extra pair of clean underwear... Read more. Food and water feed The Zombies will have a very abundant source of food, we will not be so lucky. When you steer through the wilderness, you will need to feed for your own food, which means
you will have to separate the edible plant from the harmful. Watch out for safe mushrooms and untoxed berries. You can even catch some fish with soda can tab, and make dirty water drinkable with a drawstring, bottle, and lighter. Photo: Dominic Alves.While we hope you will never find it in a survival
situation that is for you... Read more1. Put Together a Survival KitOn the above tips will get you through, but we all know that the people who last long during the apocalypse will be the ones who had the plan. Make sure your home is ready for emergencies with a 72-hour disaster kit, and when it's time to
travel, make sure you can install some survival items in the Altoids can or in the old wristwatch. It may seem like a time-delay now, but when an accident strikes, your life will be much less stressful for it. If you don't have a proper emergency kit in your home, see how to put it together to read more Just
some of your great zombie-related survival tips or otherwise? Make sure you share them with us in the comments. You can contact Whitson Gordon, the author of this post, whitson@lifehacker.com. You can also find him on Twitter, Facebook and prey on #tips page. Page.
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